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The Man in the High Castle ECW Press
Nikki Stafford's series - the only complete
episode-by-episode guide to Lost - continues
its exploration of the deeper meanings behind
every episode of this critical and commercial
success. The season five instalment will
included analyses on how John Locke could
become Jeremy Bentham (and what it means to the
show's overriding themes) and chapters on
literary references like Stephen King's The

Stand and James Joyce's Ulysses. Includes
exclusive behind-the-scenes photos of the
filming of the new season on location in Hawaii.

Rotten Tomatoes: The Ultimate Binge Guide McFarland
An in-depth guide which will help readers decipher the clues and
mysteries in the third season of hit TV show Lost.
Finding Lost, Season 6 Simon and Schuster
From a complete analysis of the plot and its symbolism to hidden
clues and "Easter Eggs" within the show, this book provides
inside analysis and news of ABC's first season of "Lost" that can't
be found anywhere else.
Lost Lulu.com
A guide to all of the episodes of the ABC television program Lost,
seasons 1-6, to accompany the DVDs in Lost: the Complete
Collection.
Bad Twin Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Groundbreaking! Does for TV shows what Leonard Maltin’s
guides do for movies! Forget movies! Sales of TV DVDs are
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outpacing all other categories, according to Video Store
magazine. The Simpsons, 24, Lost, Desperate Housewives,
Alias, even old chestnuts like Columbo and Home Improvement
are blowing out of the stores as fans and collectors rush to buy
their favorite shows, compact and complete. How do buyers
know which shows are the best, which season contains that
favorite moment, which episode features that guest star? They
don’t—not without their trusty copy of 5,000 Episodes No
Commercials which gives full information on every sitcom and
drama released on DVD, whether in season-by-season sets,
individual episodes, best-of compilations, specials, or made-for-
TV movies. Almost 500 pages of listings include year of
original airing, information on audio and video quality, extras,
Easter eggs, and more. Every couch potato is sure to heave up
off the sofa just long enough to buy 5,000 Episodes No
Commercials!

Quite Quite Fantastic! The Avengers for Modern Viewers
Flatiron Books
Bonanza aired on NBC from September 12, 1959, to
January 16, 1973, playing to 480,000,000 viewers in over
97 countries. It was the second longest running western
series, surpassed only by Gunsmoke, and continues to
provide wholesome entertainment to old and new fans via
syndication. This book provides an in-depth chronicle of
the series and its stars. A history of the show from its
inception to the current made-for-television movies is
provided, and an episode guide includes a synopsis of
each show and lists such details as the main characters of
each episode and the actors who portrayed them, the
dates they stayed with the show, date and time of original
broadcast, writer, director, producer, executive producer,

and supporting cast. Also provided are character sketches
for each of the major recurring characters, career
biographies of Lorne Green, Pernell Roberts, Dan Blocker,
and Michael Landon, brief biographical sketches of the
supporting cast, a discography of recordings of the
Bonanza theme and recordings of the four major stars, and
information on Bonanza television movies.

The Valley of the Lost (Deltora Quest #7) McFarland
From a complete analysis of the plot and its
symbolism to hidden clues within the TV show "Lost,"
this text provides inside analysis of season three and
unauthorized news.
Charlie Brooker's Screen Burn Workman Publishing
Reveling in the consumerist decadence of AMC's infamous
advertising house Sterling Cooper, this complementary
volume to the groundbreaking series Mad men provides
behind-the-scenes revelations, episode guides, cast
biographies, and rich sidebar content, including "How to
party like the mad men." Delving beneath the glitz and
glamour to highlight the workings of a sophisticated
modern classic, this definitive fan guide also offers
fascinating sociological context and cultural analysis
Sid and Marty Krofft ECW Press
This work indexes books, dissertations and journal articles
that mention television shows. Memoirs, autobiographies,
biographies, and some popular works meant for fans are also
indexed. The major focus is on service to researchers in the
history of television. Listings are keyed to an annotated
bibliography. Appendices include a list of websites; an index of
groups or classes of people on television; and a list of
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programs by genre. Changes from the second edition include
more than 300 new shows, airing on a wider variety of
networks; 2000-plus references (more than double the second
edition); and a large increase in scholarly articles. The book
provides access to materials on almost 2300 shows, including
groundbreaking ones like All in the Family (almost 200
entries); cult favorites like Buffy: The Vampire Slayer
(200-plus entries); and a classic franchise, Star Trek (more
than 400 entries for all the shows). The shows covered range
from the late 1940s to 2010 (The Walking Dead). References
range from 1956 to 2013.
TV Guide Running Press Adult
From Anthony Award-winning writer Alex Segura comes
Secret Identity, a rollicking literary mystery set in the world of
comic books. It’s 1975 and the comic book industry is
struggling, but Carmen Valdez doesn’t care. She’s an assistant
at Triumph Comics, which doesn’t have the creative zeal of
Marvel nor the buttoned-up efficiency of DC, but it doesn’t
matter. Carmen is tantalizingly close to fulfilling her dream of
writing a superhero book. That dream is nearly a reality when
one of the Triumph writers enlists her help to create a new
character, which they call “The Lethal Lynx,” Triumph's first
female hero. But her colleague is acting strangely and asking to
keep her involvement a secret. And then he’s found dead, with
all of their scripts turned into the publisher without her name.
Carmen is desperate to piece together what happened to him,
to hang on to her piece of the Lynx, which turns out to be a
runaway hit. But that’s complicated by a surprise visitor from
her home in Miami, a tenacious cop who is piecing everything
together too quickly for Carmen, and the tangled web of
secrets and resentments among the passionate eccentrics who
write comics for a living. Alex Segura uses his expertise as a
comics creator as well as his unabashed love of noir fiction to

create a truly one-of-a-kind novel--hard-edged and bright-eyed,
gritty and dangerous, and utterly absorbing.

Doctor Who-Guide 1/3 Sourcebooks, Inc.
'These days, watching television is like sitting in the
back of Travis Bickle's taxicab, staring through the
window at a world of relentless, churning shod ...
'Cruel, acerbic, impassioned, gleeful, frequently
outrageous and always hilarious, Charlie Brooker's
Screen Burn collects the best of the much-loved
Guardian Guide columns into one easy-to-read-on-the-
toilet package.Sit back and roar as Brooker rips
mercilessly into Simon Cowell, Big Brother, Trinny
and Susannah, Casualty, Davina McCall, Michael
Parkinson ... and almost everything elso on
television.This book will make practically anyone
laugh out loud.
Lost's Buried Treasures Routledge
The New York Times bestseller with more than 1 million
copies sold worldwide Inspired by the incredible true
story of one Jewish family separated at the start of World
War II, determined to survive—and to reunite—We Were the
Lucky Ones is a tribute to the triumph of hope and love
against all odds. “Love in the face of global adversity? It
couldn't be more timely.” —Glamour It is the spring of
1939 and three generations of the Kurc family are doing
their best to live normal lives, even as the shadow of war
grows closer. The talk around the family Seder table is of
new babies and budding romance, not of the increasing
hardships threatening Jews in their hometown of Radom,
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Poland. But soon the horrors overtaking Europe will
become inescapable and the Kurcs will be flung to the far
corners of the world, each desperately trying to navigate
his or her own path to safety. As one sibling is forced into
exile, another attempts to flee the continent, while others
struggle to escape certain death, either by working
grueling hours on empty stomachs in the factories of the
ghetto or by hiding as gentiles in plain sight. Driven by an
unwavering will to survive and by the fear that they may
never see one another again, the Kurcs must rely on hope,
ingenuity, and inner strength to persevere. An
extraordinary, propulsive novel, We Were the Lucky Ones
demonstrates how in the face of the twentieth century’s
darkest moment, the human spirit can endure and even
thrive.
The Honeymooners Lost Episodes ECW Press
Examines the mysteries, plotlines, and characters of the
popular ABC network series, "Lost," and explores the
spiritual and philosophical concerns of the show.

Lost McFarland
In Rotten Tomatoes' first TV-focused book, discover
the best shows ever made. For the completist, The
Ultimate Binge Guide is a challenge: a bingeable
bucket list of all the shows you need to see before
you die (or just to be super-informed at your next
dinner party). For all readers, it's a fascinating look at
the evolution of TV. The guide is broken down into
several sections that speak to each series' place in
TV history, including: Classics That Made the Molds

(And Those That Broke Them): The Jeffersons, All
in the Family, Sanford and Son, The Mary Tyler
Moore Show, Get Smart, Cheers, Golden Girls, Happy
Days... Tony, Walt, Don, and the Antiheroes We Loved
and Hated: Oz, Mad Men, The Sopranos, Breaking
Bad, The Americans, Peaky Blinders, Ozark, The
Shield, Boardwalk Empire, How To Get Away With
Murder... Game-Changing Sitcoms and the Kings and
Queens of Cringe: Insecure, Community, 30 Rock,
Curb Your Enthusiasm, Fleabag, Black-ish, Party
Down, Veep, Catastrophe, Fresh Off the Boat, Tim and
Eric, Schitt's Creek, Better Things, It's Always Sunny
In Philadelphia, Pen15, Freaks and Geeks, Broad City,
Black Lady Sketch Show... Grown-Up Genre: Buffy
The Vampire Slayer, The X-Files, Battlestar Galactica,
The Expanse, Supernatural, The Walking Dead,
American Horror Story, Star Trek, Watchmen, The
Witcher, Stranger Things, Game of Thrones,
Westworld, Doctor Who... Mysteries and Mindf--ks:
Twin Peaks, Lost, Sense8, Mr. Robot, Broadchurch,
The Leftovers, Fargo, Top of the Lake, Killing Eve,
Wilfred, True Detective, Hannibal, Mindhunter...
Reality TV and Docuseries That Captured the
Zeitgeist: The Last Dance, Making A Murderer, Cheer,
Tiger King, Planet Earth, RuPaul's Drag Race, Wild
Wild Country, Queer Eye, The Jinx, Anthony
Bourdain: Parts Unknown... In this punchy full-color
guide, the editors of Rotten Tomatoes complement
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series write-ups with engaging infographics; fun
sidebars (like a battle between the US and UK
editions of The Office); and deep-dive essays on the
streaming wars, superproducers to know, and the
evolution of our collective viewing habits.
The Revolution Was Televised Disney Electronic Content
The Ultimate Unauthorized Resource to the Stories
Behind Lost Lost is a complex and mysterious tale, one
that draws on many sources for its themes and
ideas—sources you must understand to become an
advanced Lost expert. Lost's Buried Treasures is the
ultimate unauthorized guide to the ideas that have
influenced the show and its writers—and is completely
updated through Season Five. Explore: Books and movies
important to the show and how they are connected
Geographical clues New and old theories Musical
references and the meaning behind the incredible
soundtrack The best online resources The video and role-
playing games and what they've revealed Cast, writer, and
director biographies And much more NO TRUE LOST
FAN SHOULD EVER WATCH AN EPISODE WITHOUT
THIS CRUCIAL GUIDE IN HAND. Explore all the
interconnected stories and mysterious references that
make the show so fascinating. DISCLAIMER: This book is
an independent work of commentary, criticism, and
scholarship. Neither this book, nor its author and
publisher, are authorized, endorsed or sponsored by, or
affiliated in any way with the copyright and trademark
owner of Lost and/or the creators of Lost.
The Lost Episodes of Doom ECW Press

H.R. Pufnstuf, Lidsville, Sigmund and the Sea Monsters, Land of
the Lost: For a generation of children growing up in the late
sixties and early seventies, these were some of the most
memorable shows on Saturday morning television. At a time
when television cartoons had lost some of their luster, two
puppeteers named Sid and Marty Krofft put together a series of
shows that captivated children. Using colorful sets and
mysterious lands full of characters that had boundless energy,
the Kroffts created a new form of children's television, rooted
in the medium's earliest shows but nevertheless original in its
concept. This work first provides a history of the Kroffts'
pretelevision career, then offers discussions of their 11
Saturday morning shows. Complete cast and credit information
is enhanced by interviews with many of the actors and
actresses, behind-the-scenes information, print reviews of the
series, and plot listings of the individual episodes. The H.R.
Pufnstuf feature film, the brothers' other television work, and
their short-lived indoor theme park are also detailed.
Lost PediaPress
When the space drama Battlestar Galactica debuted on ABC in
1978, it was expected to be the most popular new program of
the year. Instead, it was attacked as a Star Wars rip-off and
canceled after a mere 17 stories. The author acknowledges the
show was full of dramatic cliches and scientific inaccuracies,
but despite these shortcomings, Battlestar Galactica was a
dramatically resonant series full of unique and individual
characters, such as Commander Adama (Lorne Greene) and
ace warrior Captain Apollo (Richard Hatch). The author
contends that Battlestar Galactica was a memorable attempt to
make science fiction accessible to mainstream television
audiences. The brilliant work of artist John Dykstra brought a
new world of special effects to network television. Battlestar
Galactica also skillfully exploited legends and names from both
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the Bible and ancient mythology, which added a layer of depth
and maturity to the weekly drama.

Finding Lost - Season Three McFarland
DOOM is a phenomenon; one of the hottest selling, most
talked-about games in years. A virtual-reality action
game, it pits a trapped soldier against the darkest forces
in the universe. Now, the two best on-line DOOM level
creators in the world--Christen Klie and Robert
Carter--join forces with Jonathan Mendoza, the author of
The Official DOOM Survivor's Strategies and Secrets, to
put together a new DOOM story and exciting new
episodes available only to the purchasers of this book.
(Games)

LOST Ultimate Guide Season III Macmillan
Almost everything about the good doctor, his
companions and travels, his enemies and friends.
Additionally the actors etc. Part three contains all
summaries of all TV episodes. Compiled from
Wikipedia pages and published by Dr Googelberg.
Finding Lost E C W Press
A phenomenal account, newly updated, of how twelve
innovative television dramas transformed the medium and
the culture at large, featuring Sepinwall’s take on the
finales of Mad Men and Breaking Bad. In The Revolution
Was Televised, celebrated TV critic Alan Sepinwall
chronicles the remarkable transformation of the small
screen over the past fifteen years. Focusing on twelve
innovative television dramas that changed the medium and
the culture at large forever, including The Sopranos, Oz,
The Wire, Deadwood, The Shield, Lost, Buffy the Vampire

Slayer, 24, Battlestar Galactica, Friday Night Lights, Mad
Men, and Breaking Bad, Sepinwall weaves his trademark
incisive criticism with highly entertaining reporting about
the real-life characters and conflicts behind the scenes.
Drawing on interviews with writers David Chase, David
Simon, David Milch, Joel Surnow and Howard Gordon,
Damon Lindelof and Carlton Cuse, and Vince Gilligan,
among others, along with the network executives
responsible for green-lighting these groundbreaking
shows, The Revolution Was Televised is the story of a
new golden age in TV, one that’s as rich with drama and
thrills as the very shows themselves.
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